Molecular mechanism of the neurotrophic effect of GDNF on DA neurons: role of protein kinase CK2.
Glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) is suggested as a specific neurotrophic factor for midbrain dopamine (DA) neurons, but the molecular mechanism underlying the neuroprotective action of GDNF is not well known. In the present study, we have shown that GDNF increased protein kinase CK2 activity in rat substantia nigra (SN) in a dose-dependent and time-dependent manner. This effect is prevented by prior treatment of the receptor Ret blocker K-252b. Immunostaining results also revealed that CK2 is expressed in TH-positive neurons in mesencephalon culture. Transfection of the wildtype CK2alpha DNA increased, whereas transfection of the catalytically inactive CK2alphaA156 mutant DNA decreased CK2 activity in the SN. CK2alphaA156 mutant DNA also antagonized the enhancing effect of GDNF on CK2 activity. It also antagonized the enhancing effects of GDNF on tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) protein level in the SN, DA turnover in the striatum and rotarod performance in rats. Further, CK2alpha wildtype DNA increased, whereas CK2alphaA156 mutant DNA decreased TH activity in the SN without altering the TH protein level. On the other hand, the DA neuron toxin 1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium iodide (MPP+) markedly decreased the number of TH-positive neurons and TH protein level in the SN, decreased DA level in the striatum and impaired rotarod performance in rats. Over-expression of the CK2alpha wildtype DNA partially, but significantly, prevented the deteriorating effect of MPP+ on these measures. Prior administration of MPP+ also antagonized the enhancing effect of GDNF on CK2 activity. These results together suggest that the CK2 signaling pathway contributes to the neuroprotective action of GDNF on DA neurons.